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(+1)8506843999 - https://thevinenavarre.com/

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of The Vine Wine Bistro Shoppe from Navarre. Currently,
there are 16 menus and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Vine Wine Bistro Shoppe:

we went there last Friday night with some of our friends. we moved back almost a year ago to navarra and never
had a desire to come here, but I'm pretty upset that it took us so long. our waiter (I cannot remember his name,
but he had longer red hair) was absolutely phenomenal! super attentive and absolutely creepy. the music was

great! for our date nights we will come back to enjoy this place even more. I had such a... read more. The diner
and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending
on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served. Should you wish to sample delicious American courses

like burgers or barbecue, then The Vine Wine Bistro Shoppe in Navarre is the ideal place for you, In addition, the
cocktail menu that is offered in this established eatery is impressive. It offers a diverse variety of beers from the

region and the whole world. The delicious Sushi such as Maki and Te-Maki however, is the undisputed
highlight of this restaurant, and you can look forward to the fine typical seafood cuisine.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Snack�
BRUSCHETTA

Sweet�
CHEESE CAKE

Starter�
CHARCUTERIE

Beilage� un� Sauce�
DIPS

Sweet� & Dessert�
SALTED CARAMEL

Fro� th� Hear�
CRAB CAKES

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Mai� course�
CRAB

SUSHI

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

FRENCH

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

CHEESE

CARAMEL

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 02:00-22:00
Wednesday 02:00-22:00
Thursday 02:00-22:00
Friday 02:00-23:00
Saturday 02:00-23:00
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